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Sterling Stage Folkfest
by Holly V.
It was a beautiful Friday, the sun was shining, cars were
continuously rolling through the gate, campers were excitedly
setting up their campsites in the lush pine filled valley and
music could be heard throughout…it was Sterling Stage
Folkfest 2009! The weekend that so many wait for
throughout the long and harsh winter…the weekend that is
dreamt about each and every night throughout spring. And
the weekend could not have turned out better with bands
and artists like Zach Deputy, The Blind Spots, Natural
Breakdown, Rubblebucket Orchestra, Swamapdelica, Buzz
Universe and South Catherine Street Jug Band.
This year the Sterling Stage Folkfest enjoyed record breaking
attendance with campers arriving as early as the Sunday
before…and why not when the early arrival ticket price is the
same as the regular weekend ticket cost? As always, the music
started up nice and early on Friday, just in time to greet all the
campers who have longed to end their work week with a
fabulously relaxing time. For me the party really started when
I heard the soulful sounds of one man band Zach Deputy. At
that moment I had to drop everything that I was doing and
groove my way down to the main stage to see this live
instrument looping phenomena that makes dancing contagious.
After the show I heard campers raving about their new favorite
artist. Following Zach Deputy came a great up and coming
band that really put the folk in Folkfest. The Blind Spots,
consisting of a full bluegrass ensemble and led by singer Maddy
Walsh created a musical energy that seemed to encircle the
crowd and hug them all. I was so amazed by Maddy. Every
breath and every word that left her was filled with so much
passion and beauty as well as precision that I wished her to
never stop singing. But all good things must come to an end
and once Natural Breakdown took the stage I shook off the
pleasant feeling of simpler times and stood up to let my legs
move with the energy that the NB boys create for their
audience. Now, Natural Breakdown is what I consider to be a
combination of musical adventure and spiritual journey because
while you are there listening to their incredibly skilled musical
performance, your body begins to feel the vibrations of not
only the music but the musicians as well. And since the
musicians are themselves sending out a uniting vibe, the energy
between them and the crowd begins to sync and everyone
together takes a journey along a path that the boys set out
on. And the journey on Friday night was an exciting one with
the huge crowd all dancing uncontrollably. As for me, I couldn’t
stop smiling, it felt so good. Following Natural Breakdown I
just began wandering around in a lost soul journey until I
heard the most interesting sound I had heard all night. It was
big, it was loud, and it was Rubblebucket Orchestra. Under
the tent stage the crowd was mystified and entranced by the
brass collision with string and the most unique female vocals I
had ever heard at Sterling Stage. It was at that time that I fell
in love with a new favorite band and I danced the night away.

Saturday saw the arrival of even more friendly campers
and since most everyone stayed up all night energized
with the astounding collection of music from Friday,
Saturday was looking like a great day for some mellow
folk music. Mid day I made my lazy way down to the
Main stage to see Nadine LaFond and her band
Swampadelica. As the sun beat down on the lazy crowd
Nadine and the boys sent out a great and loving vibe
fused with her unique vocal stylings and their calypso,
jazz, rock sound. It was a great way to start my evening
off. Later on I made sure to catch the lyrical geniusness
of Ryan Montbleu’s two sets on the main stage as well
as the crazily dynamic, dramatic performance of Buzz
Universe under the tent stage.
By Sunday I must admit that I was tired. I mean with
soooooo much remarkable music happening all weekend
I refused to sleep as I was afraid I would miss something
great.But of course I moved myself down to the main
stage to see Natural Breakdown for a second journey of
my soul earlier in the day and then pretty much parked
there until my old time favorite band made their return
performance at Sterling Stage Folkfest after a long
hiatus…the South Catherine Street Jug Band!!! Yeah, I
was on cloud nine while I listened to the perfect bluegrass
melodies of my favorite songs from years ago like Jodi
Lynn and Harvest Dance. To be honest, it was one of
the best South Catherine Street Jug Band performances
I had ever seen. Although the stage crowd had been
small all day and it was Sunday, campers came out of
the wood work to enjoy the return of this much missed
band and it was an all out ho down…it was great.
Yes, Sterling Stage Folkfest 2009 is definitely one going
down in my memory book. With bands that soothed the
soul, amazing female vocalists, and a great camper vibe;
I would have to say it was one of the best times I have
ever had a Sterling Stage. I cannot wait until The 2009
String Fling being held on Independence Day Weekend
(July 2 – July 5) when Max Creek takes the stage along
with other amazing acts such as Gordon Stone, Boots
and Shorts, Painted Blue and Hot Day at the Zoo. Hope
to see you all there!

“I can’t wait,” said Jesse. “The crowds in Europe really
love the vintage soul music. So the two weeks that I’m
over there I will be doing gigs and when I’m not
performing, I will be doing radio promos for the label.”
He returns home only to find himself trekking back to
Europe in July to perform at the Soulsville Europe Festival
in Porretta Terme, Italy with Solomon Burke. Jesse’s focus
on Europe is a no-brainer when he tells me that his album
out-sold U2’s album in its first weeks release in the
Netherlands.
Bittersweet Batch glistens with songs that bring a room
to life. The moment he wails out a tune, he garners a
captive audience. His soul, rootsy rhythm-and-blues
songs have that throwback sound but bleed with such
uniqueness that they are relevant.

Jesse Dee ~ Keeping Soul Alive
Words and Photos by Joe Koch
Jesse Dee was electrifying in his return to the Dinosaur
Bar B Que — a small juke-joint kind of place with a makeshift dance floor in Rochester. The soulster from Boston
had no problem keeping the bar packed as young and
old moved and grooved to the vintage soul sounds from
his current album Bittersweet Batch.
Bittersweet Batch has been in the stores and online since
last fall. The release has kept Jesse busy promoting it;
the payoff has been rewarding and he has landed some
dream gigs.
“I recently opened for one of my favorite singers ever —
Etta James at the House of Blues in Boston,” said Jesse
prior to his show at the Dinosaur.
Jesse wisely takes advantages of opportunities. Last fall
he had to cancel a show in Rochester to open for another
one of his influences, the Reverend Al Green. As much
as his fans would love to have seen him in Rochester, no
one would criticize his decision. Exposure like this doesn’t
fall into your lap every day.
These days Jesse seems to be gravitating to Europe,
where soul music is as popular as ever. He recently signed
a licensing agreement with Munich Records. In June, he
will be in Europe on a promotional tour opening for such
acts as Maceo Parker, Charlie Wood and Aura Urziceanu
— Romania’s most prolific and popular female vocalist.

Donna the Buffalo and
The Sim Redmond Band
Water Street Music Hall, April 4, 2009
by Jed Metzger
In what has become an annual right of spring, for the
third year in a row, the Roc. has been treated to a
fantastic I-town night of music courtesy of the Sim
Redmond Band and Donna the Buffalo. Actually the
show marked the three year anniversary of Jen
Middaugh joining Sim as co-lead singer. Artistically the
anniversary marker shows that Jen is a great fit to the
slow grooving styles of SRB. Both her harmony work
with Sim and her lead vocals on her own tunes
demonstrate that her voice is attractive and can easily
range from Americana into blues and rock. On this night
Sim was game, as he would have throat surgery only a
few days later (no worries, he is all good today), but
one would not have known that from the hour and a
half long set. Sim and the crew dug into a fine version
of "Pink guitar" with Nate Silas Richardson balancing
color against Jordan Aceto's tasty yet understated lead
lines. The set closed with a ferocious "Train song"- in
and out of the drums with Asa and big Dan getting the
whole room dancing, hooting and hollering.

A quick set change and Donna the Buffalo was upon us,
looking and sounding mighty fine as Jeb might say. They
tore into "Way back when" to open things up. As has been
the band's history, they have had personnel changes since
last they were in town, but as they always have, they find
the right people and make it work so that the sound remains
the same. Jay Sanders is the new bass player (how many
bass players has Tom Gilbert had to break in?), but Jay is
no newby, he comes with a lot of respect for his prior work
and really rumbles in perfect time to the Donna groove.
David McCracken has taken over for the lovely Kathy Zeigler
on keys, yet he also seems to have adjusted well and found
his spot in the music. Clearly he is using Jeb as a guide,
rifting with confidence and integrating into the structure of
the tunes. The show was moving along well, but a duo of
cover tunes took the set to a higher level. First Jeb's take
of the Johnny Cash classic "Ring of Fire" and then Tara
Nevens surprised us with a funky walk through Sheryl
Crow's "Change will do you good". From there we were
off, they slammed into "Funkyside" and folks were getting
sweaty. Great versions of "It's so beautiful & wonderful"
and "These are better days" lead to a powerful set closer
"No place like the right time". Tara and Jeb came out solo
top start the encores and delivered a sweet version of "In
another world" before being joined by the rest for
"Revolution". Yeah the folks in the Water Street Music Hall
got the I-town blessing and it was all good.

The Dead - April 17, 2009
Pepsi Arena : Albany, NY
By Jed Metzger
Well, well, well, the first New York Dead show in a bit, and the
capital city was electric, energy flowed everywhere. The city
had bands in the parks, heads meandered about, the lobby of
the hotel around the corner was a central meeting place for
many folks - the hugs were flowing. It was a beautiful day.
Albany has a nice urban mall out front, so while there is no
good parking lot scene close by, the open street provided a
fun place to bounce off each other. Credit must also be given
to the easy entry that the Pepsi staff allowed, just makes the
ride easier.
Lights go down and on they come. As they had so far on the
tour, they have been laying down the early stuff, so we bounced
into a Casey Jones, Cold Rain and Snow opener, Phil with his
new light up bass providing a glow. A jaunty Minglewood
followed by a terrific version of Van Morrison’s “Into the Mystic’
sung by Warren, proved a real highlight. A blues filled West
L.A. Fadeway gave way to the singalong that was the BrownEyed Women/Cumberland set closer sequence. Good as they
played, hearing all the folks singing/screaming along was the
real joy. Great first set, full of energy and well played
throughout. Folks were happy, the halls packed to the gills,
but smiles all around.
The second set required more from us and perhaps could have
been tighter. The opener of Viola lee Blues was roaring, even
when they broke it down, it looped back with full force before
being jammed into a great Sugaree. Warren can sign the Jerry
lines, not the same of course, but he makes it real. The set list
the rest of the way was decent but the rest of the show was
very heavy on the jam/spacey playing. In and out of The Other
One, ultimately surrendering into a Comes A Time and then
Phil laid the tune of the set on us - a fine version of Unbroken
Chain. Lyrically this is just a huge tune and Phil and the boys
leaned into it. Weir followed with decent version of Throwing
Stones and they encored with its partner from the late 80’s,
Not Fade Away. Well the lot of us, got some munchies and
then went and held court in the hotel bar until the wee hours
(Albany is a late town). Good show, happy to have more shows
to see on the tour, but a solid show none-the-less.

Describe your touring & recording schedule over
the last year.
I'll try to not fill the whole interview with that. A year ago
May I was touring Europe with the California Guitar Trio.
Then in the Summer I toured with Liquid Tension
Experiment (players from Dream Theater) followed by a
week at the Quebec Summer Festival with the CGT - and
then a tour with King Crimson In August I went to Russia
for a festival in Kazan and some Moscow shows, all playing
with miscellaneous groups.

TONY LEVIN
interview and pics
by Steve Czubara
Where are you now & how is the Stickmen tour
going?
We are on the island of Elba, off the coast of Italy. Of
course people think of it as Napoleon’s exile, but it's
become quite a bit more popular since then, and tonight
we'll play at one of the clubs here. We are on the last
week of a 26 show run, through Europe. We played many
shows in Italy, then went to Portugal, Spain, Hungary,
Germany, Belgium, Holland, and France - now back to
Italy for 3 more shows here. Quite an adventurous little
tour - we're playing great, and managing to have some
fun on our few hours free!
What type of set list can we expect in Syracuse?
We will play a variety of music, some new (that we've
written for our upcoming CD) some recent (from my
"Stick Man" CD) and of course we can't resist doing a
few King Crimson pieces, Pat and I being the rhythm
section of that band - also it gives our audience
something they know, which is a nice treat in any
concert.
How did your solo CD 'Stickman' become the
current Stickmen tour?
I'm always trying to progress musically, and the "Stick
Man" CD was an excursion into what I can bring to
the instrument, the Chapman Stick, that I've been
playing mostly as a bass for many years. So I took
more time than I usually do on getting a distinctive
sound from the top end (guitar side) of the instrument,
and tried some new techniques (some learned from
Michael Bernier, who is the other Stick player in our
group now.) Also I had wanted to move to a hard
edged sound and approach with that album - a bit like
Crimson - and we are continuing in that direction with
the Stick Men music.

In the Fall we had serious rehearsals with Stick Men, and
I recorded and prepared to tour with L'Image, a band of
old friends I'd first joined back in the 70's (Steve Gadd
and I joined it when we first came to New York from
Rochester.) October was Stick Men touring Poland.
November I went to Japan for a tour with Terry Bozzio,
Alan Holdsworth, and Pat Mastelotto. January did a club
stand with L'Image and then went to England to rehearse
with Peter Gabriel for the S. America tour we did in March.
Then here to Europe. whew, took as long to write that as
to do it!
What do we look forward to in the next year?
It's always hard to predict what's coming in the music
world -- you plan a tour, but don't know 100% about it
until a month before it happens. But I hope to release the
new Stick Men CD in the Fall, and to tour with the band.
In September I'll spend the month touring with L'Image.
In January with Bozzio / Holdsworth / Mastelotto / Levin.
If Peter Gabriel and/or Robert Fripp decide to tour, I can
only hope I'll be available to do those too.
What is your favorite session or songs that you have
recorded and why?
I don't really have a favorite. The reason is that, like many
musicians, I don't spend time going back to listen to, or
even think over, albums that I've been a part of. I spend
my time and efforts on musical projects I'm doing now, or
planning for the near future. It makes me less an expert
on what I've done, but the good part is that my focus is
on new music, and on progressing as a musician.
How do you describe your ability to interact with
the diverse musicians you work with? What gets
the vibe going?
I'm a fan of music, so when I'm part of a project, whether
it's backing up a singer or being in a band, I listen to the
music that's going to be played, and just try to formulate
bass parts that help make that music as good as it can be.
If there are demo bass parts that work well, I'll happily
play them - or I could make up something new for it - the
focus is just on making that music live up to its potential.

Being a Vodka connoisseur, what's your current
favorite? what about your other favorite - coffee??
I, and my vodka drinking friends, are always looking for
a new 'best' vodka ... but for many years now our
consensus for the top one has been Ultimat. Close
second is Lex.
As for coffee, (espresso, in my case) I've had a lot of
machines for home and the road, that made excellent
espresso -- I have to admit that now, for ease of use and
small size for travel, I've gone over to the kind that you
insert a pod of coffee into, rather than choose your favorite
blend. It's the Nespresso Le Cube - superbly designed,
and holds up on the road - though I have a twinge of
guilt that I've left off grinding my own.
Tell us about your popular website TonyLevin.com
It's been a real source of pleasure for me through the
years. I didn't plan, when I started it in the mid-90's,
that it would become a road diary, and a way for people
to get a look at behind the scenes on rock tours and
recordings - but it quickly went that way. Recently I reorganized things and found, to my surprise, over 400
pages of road diaries there on the site, and 6,800 photos!
Considering that I am adding more on each tour, it's
become quite an archive. The best part is the reaction
people have had to seeing photos of themselves, as
audiences. We on stage are familiar with what an exciting
view it is, but it's been a special treat to share that, and
I think a lot of the people who come to my shows realize
that the audience photos will go up on the web.

Street Dogs - March 17, 2009
Town Ballroom : Buffalo
by Willie Clark
There is something to say about enjoying any concert
on the blessed holiday that is St. Patrick’s Day. However,
it is a whole other ball game when the band you are
seeing knows how to ring in the Irish festivities in true
drinking fashion, and even adds in several Celtic laced
tunes to bring the night together.

Samuel Ventura
Words and Photo by Joe Koch
When most kids were goofing off, Samuel Ventura was
working on his first album.
“When I was 8 I took a cassette tape and wrote 12 songs with
just my voice,” he remembers. “I didn’t know how to play any
instruments, so I guess you can call that my first album.”
At 12, Sam picked up his first guitar and legitimately started
writing, but his talent did not come over night. His drive to
perfect his craft left him dispirited; no one was willing to
witness his progression as a songwriter. The problem was
that Sam’s singing and guitar playing were not equal to his
songwriting, so people would judge the song prematurely.
The one person Sam could rely on for input was his brother
Gary. After all, Gary has been there from the beginning
and had no problem giving criticism when needed. Then
one night Gary finally heard Sam reach the next plateau.
“I was over at his house and I started playing all of my
songs. Song after song, we stayed up all night. Then he
stated that all of my tunes sounded really good,” said Sam.
The vocals, guitar and the writing were finally coming
together as three equal parts. Gary’s words of
encouragement were all Sam needed to continue
pursuing his dream.
After constant writing and continuous practicing, at age
19 Sam’s dreams are finally coming to fruition: He is
preparing to release his first full-length album this June,
Beautiful Tragedy. The album reflects Sam’s innate ability
to write some of the catchiest pop songs that will
eventually consume our airwaves. Using his MySpace plays
as a scale, he is quickly skyrocketing. The song “Strawberry
Soda” seems to be a MySpace favorite as it has gone
from 50,000 plays to 65,000 in just under a month.
Sam is confident when he talks about his songs. “I definitely
feel that I have something different and good,” said Sam.

To be fair, the Street Dogs is not a Celtic group. They are
boson punk through and through, but their past two albums
have shown some of the Irish Boston flair that the Dropkick
Murphy’s are known for(and understandably so, Street
Dogs frontman Mike McColgan, was the original singers
for the Irish Boston outfit). But that being said, they still
put on a great St. Patrick’s day show at the town Ball
room in Buffalo, and had people of all ages dancing and
singing through their fiery set of working class anthems.
This was actually my fourth time, I believe, getting to
see the Dogs live, but the first after finally picking up
Fading American Dream, and State of Grace, their two
latest works. Fading American Dream may be one of
the best punk rock records I’ve listened to in years, and
hearing these songs played live, and actually knowing
them this time around, was something that I had been
looking forward to for a long time. They are easily one
of the best bands in punk rock right now, and if somehow
you have yet to check them out, then you really need
to raise your fist in the air and go out and give them a
listen. You won’t be disappointed.
And for anybody who is sitting around waving the flag of
defeat for good punk rock music needs to only look as far
as the Street Dogs. From the first song to the last, McColgan
and company was in full charge of the stage, and the
crowd. McColgan even came right out into the crowd,
sharing the microphone with the brave front row rockers.
Between the moshing, beer being tossed from stage, and
wailing guitars, the Street Dogs street(pun intended)
anthems speak just as strongly now as ever before.
Songs like “Fading American Dream,” “Katie bar the Door,”
“Not Without a Purpose,” speak to the blue collar in us all,
and with times tough as they are, tried and true music is
something that everybody can relate to. But its more than
just the piss and vinegar that make the music so resonate:
it’s the spirit and delivery that make every show a prime
example of the power still left in punk rock.
For St. Patrick’ s Day the Dogs also bought out several
surprises, including answer fan call outs of the title track
off of their very first album, “Savin Hill”, and even a
mandolin driven Pogues cover.

As if those were not enough, they also flew out guest
vocalist, who dueted with McColgan on the album recording
of the song “Elizabeth.” While certainly one of the more folk
inspired songs of the night, it was a great treat to get to
hear a song that they never play live, and they both gave
stunning performances.
Truth be told, not enough can be said about McColgan as a
front man. Running around stage, climbing up speakers,
and raising his fists in the air, there was no stopping him
throughout the whole performance. And when a singer is
giving it his all, it comes through to the audience, and the
Street Dogs are no exception.
That is not to say that the rest of the band lacked energy,
which also couldn’t be further from the truth. Every member
of the band was sweating, dancing, playing and just giving
it everything they had. It’s a beauty and truth in music that
you just don’t see very often, and the Dogs can give it and
roll with the best of them.
My only complaint of the night, petty as it might be, was I
was really hoping to hear a few more songs off of their
newer album (Sate of grace itself, and I would have loved
to have heard “Free”), but you know a band is good when
the only complaint is a minor one about missing a few songs.
And they pulled out many older songs for fans who have
been listening longer than me, and I can deal with that.
I arrived late to catch the first openers, but co-headliners
the Swingin’ Utters played a very invigorating set of old
school punk rock. While I had never heard them before, I
was prompted to pick up an album, and thy certainly had
die hard fans present, moshing from the moment they took
the stage, which doesn’t often happen with an opening band.
Closing thoughts: well worth the trip to Buffalo. I brought
two friends with me who had never heard them before, and
they can perhaps sum it up way better than I can. “I didn’t
know any of the words, but it was awesome” my friend told
me after the show. And to work over somebody who has
never heard you before while on stage is a treat indeed.

After Midnight Project
by Aimee Leigh
After Midnight Project seems to be one of the bands you’re
going to want to keep an eye on for the next couple of
years. They’ll be hitting up Warped Tour this summer as
well as releasing their debut album, “Let’s Build Something
to Break” July 14th. The Los Angeles band has been
compared to bands such as Incubus, Nine Inch Nails and
Smashing Pumpkins. I did get the chance to ask them a
few questions, here’s what they said.

A) Fireworks, zombies, hard stinky socks, pee bottles,
outrageous gas prices.
Q) What is your biggest accomplishment so far?
A) Making a full length record that will come out on July
14th and the ABSOLUTE greatest accomplishment is when
we get emails from fans saying that our music has helped
them in someway. It makes us realize that it’s officially not
about US anymore.
Q) Where did you all meet and how did the band formed?

Q) You’ve been compared to bands such as Incubus, Nine
Inch Nails and Smashing Pumpkins, but I want to know
who you would compare your sound too?

A) Craigslist, mutual friends and fate

A) Foo fighters and anything pop rock with heavy
undertones. Like Deftones, Muse and My Chemical
Romance.

A) We have a track on the upcoming album (in stores 7/
14) that is called “Hollywood” that tells the story perfectly.

Q) Where does your inspiration come from for your songs
and your sound?
A) Everything around us, everyday struggles, touring
people and even food

Q) What was it like growing up in Los Angeles?

Q) Does your music reflect where you grew up?
A) For sure…I think you cannot help but be shaped by
where you were raised.
Q) What is something crazy that a fan did?

Q) The band’s name is pretty catchy, how did you come
up with it?

A) Crazy is hard to define I think that we are all crazy but
we love our fans…they’re really great to us.

A) In the studio writing and recording songs I named the
hard drive that held the songs “After Midnight Project”
and the name stuck (Jason).

Q) What is one thing you want people to think when they
walk out of one of your shows?

Q) What would be the craziest thing that’s happened while
you were on tour?
A) Slept at a strangers house surrounded by cockroaches.
Felt like we were kidnapped by a cult …woke up to a dog
eating a goat..we screamed and yelled…we were terrified.
Q) In 2007 AP named you and four other bands best
unsigned band of the year, what was your reaction to that?
A) It was rewarding and amazing. We respect all the bands
in that magazine so it was cool to be in there with them. It
convinced our moms we didn’t have to go get real jobs.
Q) You’re going to be on Warped Tour this year, is that
something you guys are looking forward to?
A) Can’t wait to meet great bands and be sweaty all the
time. We are already anticipating the never ending quest
to find water. Kevin Lyman is the coolest, we hope he asks
us to cook this year.
Q) Tell me something crazy about touring.

A) “Wow what an amazing show” We always want people
to get their monies worth.
Q) What is something you want people to take away from
your lyrics?
A) We want people to relate to them and attach an
emotion…somebody relating to your music is the greatest.
We have had people literally tell us that our lyrics have
helped them. That’s the greatest feeling in the world.
Q) What is something you want people to think when they
listen to your music? one thing?
A) Ummmmmmm Wow
Q) What’s next for The After Midnight Project?
A) Skies the limit…touring and releasing our debut
“Let’s Build Something to Break”.
For more on After Midnight Project and their upcoming
tour dates, you can check out their myspace at
www.myspace.com/aftermidnightproject

